SOLDERS

STAY-BRITE SOLDER
High strength silver bearing solder. Melts
and flows at 430 deg.F.
Kit contains 1/2 oz. (14g) of solder and
1/2 oz. (15ml) of flux.

NATCHEZ WOOD POLISH
AND WOOD FEEDER

ALL NATURAL Beeswax, lemon oil and
Selected Minerals Oils as a wood feeder
with no wax buildup. Polishes, protects
and preserves.

Same as one dip

42.0508

“Dip Away ” Degreaser & Cleaner
Cleans jewels pallet stones. Cleans
rapidly, effectively, safely & protects
as it cleans. Can be used to remove
NA800 ……. 8oz. Bottle …… $ 9.00 ea.
…………………………………………….… grease, oils, lubricants and many other
contaminants from a wide variety of
LACQUERS
products. Cleaning action is thorough and
gentle.

54.452 ……………….…… $ 30.75 ea.
………………………………………………….

42.0508 ……. 1 Pint ………... $ 16.75 ea.
…………………………………………………
SUPER GLUE
NIKOLAS 2105 CLEAR LACQUER
Produces the finest air drying lacquer for
the protection of tarnishable solid or plated
TIX SOLDER
metals. Non-Toxic when Dry.
Contains ….. 12 fl. oz.
HARDEST SOFT SOLDER ON EARTH.
LQ2105 ………………….. $ 17.50 ea.
melts at 275 deg. F. It has holding power
.………………………………………………
of 4300 PSI. Adheres to all ordinary
Strong ethyl adhesive bonds any
NIKOLAS GOLD COLOR
solderable materials and works with gun,
Combination of metal, plastic, rubber,
SPRAY LACQUER
Iron,torch or soldering machine.
ceramic and glass. Set and cures rapidly at
It comes in 3” sticks with 20 sticks per pkg.
room temperature. Bonds colorless and
transparent with almost no shrinkage.
54.808…………………….. $ 16.25 ea.
10/20 Series-setting time 10-20 seconds.
……………………………………………….….
2 gram ( .07 fl oz ) tube
12.219 ……………… $ 2.75 ea.
Spray lacquer produces a Simulated 24 kt. Also comes in 5 tube pkg. 5 –2 gr. Tubes
Gold Color when applied to polished or
12.220 ………………. $ 12.75 pkg.
Satin finished brass. Contains … 12 fl oz. ……………………………………………….

TIX FLUX
A non-corrosive flux, harmless to hands or
clothing. Washes off with water even after
drying. Works with any soft solder.
1/2 oz. Bottle.
54.460 ……………………. $ 4.75 ea.
………………………………………………….

TIX ANTI-FLUX
Prevent solder from flowing to unwanted
areas. 1/2 oz. Bottle.
54.462 ……………………. $ 4.75 ea.

LQ2105G ………………. $ 18.50 ea.
……………………………………………….

CRYSTAL CEMENT

OXPHO-BLUE

Provides excellent bond between plastic or
glass watch crystals and bezel. Will not flake
4 oz. Bottle
or crack plastic. Convenient tube with pin
Finest professional Cold Blue on the market point applicator.
12.205 …………………… $ 5.50 ea.
orginal developed for the occasional bluer
……………………………………………….
who is not equipped to completely polish
the metal prior to bluing. With Oxpho-Blue
Caned Air
all you need do in most cases, is dampen a
piece of cotton flannel or Q-tip. The
chemicals goes through the oil on the
metal, removes thin rust and blue the steel
underneath.No after rust.
59.841 …………………… $ 11.75 ea.
.……………………………………………....
Prices Subject to Change Without Notice.
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Dust Chaser used to remove dust in hard
To reach places like on Watches and craft
Items where dust need to be removed.
8 oz Can with nozzle
23.0971 ………………. $ 13.25

